
 

What   is     Reading   for   Pleasure ?  
 
At   Northolt   High   School   we   champion   reading   in   all   of   our   lessons.   In   English,   we   dedicate   one  
50   minute   lesson   per   week   to   reading   just   for   reading’s   enjoyment.   This   can   take   two   forms:  
 

1. Library   Lessons    -   At   Northolt   High   School,   we   use   the    Accelerated   Reader  
Programme .   This   programme   has   not   only   been   specifically   designed   to   improve  
pupilsʼ   reading   ability,   but   to   nurture   a   love   of   reading   that   will   continue   into   adulthood.   
 
At   the   start   of   each   term   (in   years   7-9),   students   complete   a   short   reading   test   that  
provides   them   with   their   chronological   reading   age   and   their   reading   range   (known   as  
their   ZPD   -   Zone   of   Proximal   Development).   These   simple   tests   ensure   that   all   of   our  
pupils   are   reading   books   that   are   both   accessible   and   challenging  
 
Pupils   can   browse   and   select   books   from   a   huge   variety   of   options   in   our   well-stocked  
school   library.   In   library   lessons,   students   have   to   support   their   teacher   and   the   school  
librarian   to   aid   with   book   selection.   When   a   pupil   has   finished   their   book,   they   will   take   a  
short,   electronic   quiz   that   assesses   their   understanding   of   what   they   have   read   and  
receive   in   state   feedback.   This   enables   teachers   to   have   meaningful   discussions   about  
pupils’   reading:   what   they   have   learnt   and   how   we   can   help   them   to   develop.   
 

2. In   Class   Paired   Reading   for   Pleasure    -   Across   years   7-9   we   select   modern   texts   that  
compliment   the   more   traditional   texts   that   we   study   in   our   Literary   Heritage   Units.   We  
read   these   texts   as   a   class   and   discuss   the   big   world   ideas   that   they   explore.   Below   you  
can   see   an   example   of   the   texts   that   we   study:  

 

Main   Text   Paired   Reading   for   Pleasure   Text  

Oliver   Twist    The   Bone   Sparrow  

The   Adventures   of   Sherlock   Holmes   The   Curious   Incident   of   the   Dog   in   the  
Nighttime  

The   Art   of   Rhetoric    A   Selection   of   Modern   Poetry  

Romeo   and   Juliet   Noughts   and   Crosses  
 
Why   do   we   dedicate   English   curriculum   time   to    Reading   for   Pleasure ?  
 

● Reading   is   a   national   priority   for   a   number   of   reasons:   being   able   to   demonstrate  
competent   reading   skills   is   essential   for   subjects   across   the   entire   curriculum.   Scientific  
research   shows   clearly   that   a   pupil   who   reads   regularly   for   20   minutes   per   day   is   far  
more   likely   to   be   successful   at   GCSE   level   and   beyond.   

● Our    Reading   for   Pleasure    lessons   encourage   students   to   become   more   empathetic   as  
they   consider   the   world   through   the   perspectives   of   different   characters.   

● Our    Reading   for   Pleasure    lessons   explicitly   teach   vocabulary   to   support   students   in   the  
collection   of   powerful   and   nuanced   words   that   they   can   apply   across   our   curriculum.   

● Our    Reading   for   Pleasure    lessons   provide   the   perfect   opportunity   for   students   to   begin  
making   connections   and   comparisons   between   texts.   This   is   a   core   skill   that   is   assessed  
at   KS4.   

 
To   read   more   about   reading   at   Northolt   High   School,   browse   our   Reading   Site    here.   

https://sites.google.com/northolthigh.org.uk/readingathome/home

